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Abstract 
Model checking is one of the most important technology for automatically verification. So this paper generally 
proposed a method of combining CCS and Z language, to perform model checking. It combines the advantage of 
current CCS and Z systems , where CCS is good at describing concurrent systems, also Z is a good tool for data 
structure. As a result, form the new system CCS-Z . Then we give the syntax and semantics of it, at last give the 
model checking algorithm.The advantage of this paper is combined data stucture on the famous system CCS,and 
increase the capacity of system description. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of [name organizer] 
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Introduction 
In this paper, we mainly present how to improve the reliability of software systems. In the past, the 
main method to ensure the correctness of products is test ,which cost so much but can still not guarantee 
that all potential errors are all found, Currently, Formal Methods is considered as a design trend to 
increase reliability of the software systems. In recent years, model checking has been applied to many 
areas, and had remarkable achievements. Model checking[1]~[2] is introduced by Clarke, Emerson, and 
others. It is one of the most important methods for automatically verification. By using Model checking , 
users can describe the process and then determine whether the assumptions asserts in the model is valid or 
not, or show the counter-examples when invalid. In this paper, we use CCS[11]and Z language to describe 
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the system. In previous papers, authors simply give ccs of model checking, there is no binding data 
structure, and can not know how variables changes, so in this paper, we combine ccs and Z language [14], 
by using the new system, we can describe the concurrent system easier, and also have a better 
understanding of data structure. 
In this paper,we combined ccs and z language, formed a new system:ccs-z system, and give the 
syntax,semantics and logic.In order to detect whether a system satisfy some properties,we also give the 
model checking algorithm.Because 
the algorithm is carried out on a finite state diagram, we then limit the process and schema of the 
system.and then give a example.,after combining ccs and z, we can describe not only the action of the 
system, but also data structure. 
Ccs-z system 
Communication system calculus[12]~[13]is proposed by R.Milner in 1980, it is used to describe 
concurrent systems. Its main characteristic is to use a basic definition of process operators. To be simple 
but with very strong expression.Z language [15]~[16]is designed by Jean-Raymond Abrial and 
BemardSufrin in early 1980. It is good at describing data structure.  
We want to use the advantages of ccs and z, so in this paper, combine ccs and z to form a new system. 
In this new system, we can describe not only the action, but also data structure. 
A. Syntax 
This new system has input,output,internal actions, process and also Z schema.The actions can describe 
the changes in the system, The schema can describe how variable changes. For every action A has only 
one schema, denotd by AS .It is described by the following 
1) I is the set of input action. We note the input action as A? , B? , C? ,… 
2) O is the set of output action.. We note the output action as A! , B! , C! ,… 
3) H is the set of internal action. We note the internal action as A; ,B; , C; , … 
4) CCS-Part 
i. Operator: 
      prefix operator . , choice operator + , concurrent operator | , restrict opterator  , recursion 
operator!,prefix operator can describe an action the system will do next, for example the system 
A.P can do an action A,turn to the system P. + is choice operator,the system 1 2P P can 
choice 1P or 2P .Concurrent operator | can describe not only the synchroniz ationcan,but also 
alternation, for example 1 2P P ,if 1P can do an action but 2P  cannot anticipate.The restrict 
opterator can restrict the action which others cannot see it.The recursion operator ! gives an 
recursive. 
ii. Process expression 
 E ::=0  | { iA . iE : i I } | 1 2|E E  | AE  
   E is a process can be defined by empty process 0,if 1E and 2 are process,then 1 2E is 
process;if 1E and 2 are process,then 1 2E is process;if E is process,then AE  is process.if E is 
process ,then !E is also a process. 
iii.  Action we use A,B,C … to denote input,output and internal actions. 
5) Z-Part 
In this paper, we have some restriction,the schema of input action can not have output variables;the 
schema of output action can not have input variables;the schema of internal action,we can only have 
internal variables. Use binary sequence to represent the action and its schema, we write <A, AS >. Due 
to space limitations,we will not say more. 
Definition1 A ccs-z system P =<E,S> whereE is the process of system p and S is the schema of it. 
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B. Operational semantics 
In this part, we will give the semantics of every operator. It gives us how process changes. The 
Operational semantics are as followings: 
1) , '1 1. , , (( ) \ )[ / ]A
A S
AA E S E S S x x x  
The semantic represents the system<A.E, 1S  > do an action A,then it changes to the 
system<E, '1(( ) \ )[ / ]AS S x x x  >,where AS  is the schema of action A. We know that variables in the 
state's schema will not change.while variables in the action’s schema will change. 
2) 
,
1
' '
1
,
1
' '
1
,
, (( ) \ )[ / ]
,
, (( ) \ )[ / ]
A
A
A S
A
A S
A
E S
E S S x x x
P S
E S S x x x
  ,where P  E 
The sematics means that if P is defined as E,and after an action A,the system 1,E S  become the 
system ' '1, (( ) \ )[ / ]AE S S x x x ,so 1,P S can do the same action,change into the same system. 
3) 
, ' '
1 1 1 1
, ' '
1 2 1 1 1
, , (( ) \ )[ / ]
, , (( ) \ )[ / ]
A
A
A S
A
A S
A
E S E S S x x x
E E S E S S x x x
 
, ' '
2 1 2 1
, ' '
1 2 1 2 1
, , (( ) \ )[ / ]
, , (( ) \ )[ / ]
A
A
A S
A
A S
A
E S E S S x x x
E E S E S S x x x
Uncertain selection operator has two 
semantic,the first is L , and the second one is R . System 1 2 1,E E S can choose process 1E or 
process 2E ,if choose 1E ,and 
, ' '
1 1 1 1, ,(( ) \ )[ / ]A
A S
AE S E S S x x x ,then 1 2 1,E E S can do the same 
action and into ' '1 1, (( ) \ )[ / ]AE S S x x x . Also the same if choose 2E  
4) 
, ' '
1 1 1 1
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1 2 1 1 2 1
, , (( ) \ )[ / ]
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A
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A
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E S E S S x x x
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A S
A
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A
E S E S S x x x
E S E S S x x x
 
? ?
?
! !
!
; ;
;
, ' '
1 1 1 1
, ' '
2 2 2 2
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1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
, , (( ) \ )[ / ] ,
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E S E S S x x x
E S S E S S S x x x
The semantics of concurrency 
operator can be divided into two parts, the first is L , the second is R and the third is com ,for 
system 1 2 1,E E S ,if one process do an action A,but the other can not match,then use interlace 
semantic,else if one process do an input action !A ,also output action A ,then use the semanitic com . 
5) 
, ' '
1 1
, ' '
1 1
, , (( ) \ )[ / ]
, , (( ) \ )[ / ]
A
A
A S
A
A S
B B A
E S E S S x x x
E S E S S x x x
, A B  
When a system 1,E S restrict an action B, and it can do an actionA which is different from B, then the 
restriction system also can do the same action A,and after action A it change 
into ' '1, (( ) \ )[ / ]B AE S S x x x . 
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6) 
, ' '
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The semantics of recursion operator,if 
the system <E,S> only can do an input or output action,then use the first semantic, and if the system 
<E,S> can do an input action A also an output action A ,then the system ! ,E S can do an internal 
action. 
7) 
, ' '
1 1
, ' '
1 3 1 3
, , (( ) \ )[ / ]
, , (( ) \ )[ / ]
A
A
A S
A
A S
A
E S E S S x x x
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The last semantic express when the schema of ccs-z system changed,it also can do the previous action.. 
Example: we use a simple example to explain how to use ccs-z to explain a system..Assume that a phone 
system can do an add action, and after the action, you can do a find action,then go to the initial state,or do 
a remove action,and go the initial state. Use the following figure to express it. 
 
Figure1. PhoneDB system 
So 1, . _ .phoneBD S add PhoneDB A remove PhoneDB 1, S ,by operational semantics L , the 
system 1,phoneBD S  can do the action , addadd S ,then the schema of internal state 
PhoneDB_A is 1 addS S . 
_PhoneDB A  <find.PhoneDB, 1 addS S >, the system 1,PhoneDB S can also do 
, removeremove S action,and back to the initial state by R ,where 1S is the schema of the initial state, 
addS is the schema of action add, and removeS is the schema of action remove.The schemas of the 1S and 
addS  is as followings, Due to space limitations,we will not give the details of removeS and findS  
1S  
  members: P person 
  telephones: person phone 
 
  dom telephones members 
 
PhoneDB 
PhoneDB_A 
find 
add 
remove 
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addS  
  PhoneDB 
  name?: person 
  newnumber?: phone 
 
  name? members 
  name? newnumber? telephones 
  telephones ' =telephones {name?  newnumber} 
  members ' =members 
 
Logic 
In this section,we describe the logic[6]~[7] for specifying properties of systems. It is build up by 
atomic propositons, conjunction,and negation, and others. Temporal logic is a formalism for describing 
sequences of transitions between states in a system. 
C.  Logical formula 
We use logical formulas[17] to express the nature of ccs-z system. It consists of atomic formulas, , 
, X , 1( , G and [8]~[9].so 
 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 1( ... ) ( ) : ( )nP x x X G x X x  
If a system P satisfy the atomic formula 1( )nP x x , means the schema of the system satisfy 
1( ... )nP x x . if a system P satisfy 1 , means that P does not satisfy the formula 1 . if a system P satisfy 
1 2 ,  means it satisfy both 1  and 2 .The following is precise definition of satisfaction relation. 
D.  Satisfaction relation 
A valuation is a function V that assigns to each variables x we use X to denote the set of values for 
variable x. 
The semantics of logical formula is given by the satisfaction relation ,It is defined as follows: 
 < E,S > 1( )nP x x  iff  S 1( )nP x x  
  P 1   iff  P 1  
  P 1 2   iff  P 1  and P 2  
  P 1X  iff 
,' ( AA SP P 'P & 'P 1  
 P 1 2( )E   iff  for some runs, 
1 1, ,
0 1
A AA S A SP P P    there is i 0 with 
iP 2  and for all j  (0 j<i) jP 1  
 P EG  iff for some runs, 0P P  
1 1,
1
AA S P  
, AA S
iP and for all i, iP . 
 P : ( )x X x   iff  P ( )a  for some a X 
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Model checking 
Model checking [3]~[5]an automated verification technology for finite-state systems. First ,establish a 
system of finite state model, then check property using the algorithm, if a system P satisfy the formula 
,it will return true, else it gives a counter-examples. Compared with other methods, the model checking 
is automatic, and counter-examples will be given if not satisfy.If A is a set, and there exist a natural 
number n , such that |A|=n, we say A is finite set. 
Because model checking is taken on the limited state diagram, we should limit the process and schema. 
First, as the recursive operator ! can cause infinite state, so in this part we delete the recursive operator !, 
and E=0 | { iA . iE : i I } | 1 2|E E  | AE . Second, variable set must be finite set in the schema.The 
model checking algorithm of ccs-z system is as follows: 
TABLE1  CCS-Z MODEL CHECKING 
Procedure set Check(P, ) // Check(P, ) is main function 
{  switch  
   case 1( )nP x x : return {P:P=<E,S>,S  
          1( )nP x x } 
       break; 
   case 1 : return 1( , )Check P ;break; 
   case 1 2 :return Check(P, 1 )  Check(P, 2 ); break; 
   case 1X : return{P:if there exists a 1P  such that  
       , 'AASP P  and 'P 1( )Check  
break; 
   case 1 2( )E :CheckEU( 1 2, ) 
 break; 
   case EG 1 :CheckEG(P, EG 1 ); break; 
   case : ( )x X x :return a X Check (P, 
      [ / ])a x ; break; 
  default :break; 
}// end Procedure 
TABLE2  CHECK(P,EG ) 
Procedure set Check EU( 1 2, ) 
{ let W =Check( 2 ); 
let T=0; 
while( T W ) do 
{ 
  let T W ; 
  for all p P\T do if exists 'p ( 'p W ) such that  
  , 'AASp p  and 1( )p Check then{ add p W } 
return W ; 
} 
}//end  
TABLE3  CHECK(P, 1 2( )E ) 
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Procedure set CheckEG( ) 
{ let 
*P =Check( ); 
  Assume 1 kC C  are strongly connected compent in 
*P  
let W = { | }
iC i
p p C , T =0; 
while( T W ) do  
{let T W ; 
for all p *P \ T  do if exists 'p  such that  
  , 'AASp p  and p W then{ add p W } 
return W ; 
} 
}//end  
Conclusion 
In this paper, we combined data structure on the basis of CCS and formed the newsystem CCS-Z, 
which describes not only the action of how system changes, but also data nature of it, such as variables 
changes.Compared with other articles, this one has been greatly improved, because other articles are 
either just have the ability to describe how system changes[10], or only data structure, therefore, this 
article makes a great contribution in this area[14], and also has a great significance for future 
study.However, because of time, there are many issues yet to be resolved, such as the complexity of 
algorithm and also optimization, so in future work, we will continue to study the complexity of model 
checking algorithms and significance , etc. 
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